ÔMER, a new gastronomic addition to Hôtel de Paris
Monte‑Carlo
On the ground floor, giving out onto the garden of the Rotonde wing of
the new Hôtel de Paris Monte‑Carlo, Chef Alain Ducasse's latest
concept has finally been unveiled: ÔMER is an ode to Mediterranean
cuisine that promises a delicious gourmet getaway. From Turkey,
Lebanon and Greece to Tunisia and Morocco, the menu, which gives
pride of place to the Mediterranean culture of sharing and mixed
flavors, will take your taste buds on a journey. Alain Ducasse, the threeMichelin-starred chef of the Louis XV, has composed a brand new
culinary symphony for ÔMER that is brilliantly orchestrated by Chef
Patrick Laine. Leave the Monegasque shores behind to enjoy lunch or
dinner in a sunny Mediterranean atmosphere devoted to warmth and
sharing. The beautiful dining room or the lush gardens created by
renowned landscaper Jean Mus will stimulate the senses, whilst the sea
sparkles in the background, continually inspiring the chefs of our
gourmet restaurants. It is the beginning of a brand new journey that
perpetuates the legend of Hotel de Paris Monte‑Carlo...
DISCOVER ÔMER RESTAURANT

WELLNESS

SHOPPING

Recharge your batteries
after the festive season!

A new shopping
experience awaits

Say goodbye to the excesses of
Christmas with the cryotherapy treatment
proposed by Thermes Marins
Monte‑Carlo. The high-quality,
ultra‑sophisticated wellness rituals
designed to promote self-care and
wellbeing are also a real treat.

The brand new shopping promenade
is nearly ready! Fendi, Louis Vuitton,
Prada, Saint Laurent and many other
prestigious brands are preparing
to open their doors on the
Promenade Princesse Charlène.

FIND OUT MORE

DISCOVER

ENTERTAINMENT

NIGHTLIFE

Monaco offers a new take
on the great luxury of
gambling

The legendary Bar
Américain

Throughout the year, the casinos in
Monaco delight gamblers and visitors
from around the world. Enjoy a unique
experience at one of the exclusive
evenings organized by the various
different establishments. When a
wonderful show adds to the magic
of playing the odds, you're in for
a memorable evening!

A cozy, jazzy and intimate atmosphere
reigns at Bar Américain.
Maybe you’re sitting at the table
where Frank Sinatra used to sit?
Did you know that Bono and Lady Gaga
have both given impromptu concerts
here? Head Barman Khalid El-Hajraoui
tells us his stories.

DISCOVER

READ THE INTERVIEW

SAVE THE DATE

Celebrate love
and your sweetheart
by taking advantage
of the special offer
at Monte-Carlo Société
des Bains de Mer.

Two weeks of festivities
in the heart of the city:
a real institution known
worldwide for its
flower battles.

Entertainers, brass
Official opening of
bands, dance between
the new shopping
the magnificent and
promenade, featuring
impressive citrus fruit
boutiques from the
floats! An event unique in
most prestigious
Europe!
fashion houses.
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